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Catalogue No. 01


Mens Chronograph Alterra Watch.           $569

Made from Koa Wood from Hawaii with a 
stonewashed band for that distressed look.

Catalogue No. 02


Snowdrop Pearl Necklace.                               $229

Seven beaming white 8mm pearls steal the limelight 
on a pretty sterling silver belcher chain. 44cm with a 
5cm extender.

Catalogue No. 13


La Roche Marble Watch.                                     $249.00

This stunner has a real slice of marble in the face so every 
single one is individual. Its an all round beauty but with a 
minimalist design, so why not treat yourself!
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Light Turquoise Swarovski Element Necklace.            $99.95

Bright and oh so gorgeous this light turquoise coloured 
Swarovski element necklace is perfect for any occasion! The 
cushion cut of the stone means it reflects light from every 
angle and will always be eye catching.  12mm Stone on a 
45cm Chain.

Catalogue No. 11


Summer in Provence Stacker Ring Set.                   $179.95

This set with pop that much needed sparkle in your life! All 
three rings are set with Swarovski elements and can be 
warn either as the set or individually as your heart desires. 
Size 9 available, other sizes available on request.
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Aura Borealis Studs.                                                   $49.95

A different colour each way you look at them, these 
gorgeous studs are an amazing piece that can go with 
anything! The Swarovski element stone is multi coloured can 
can reflect different colours depending on the lighting and 
angle!
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La Roche Petite Watch.                                        $199

Talk about seeing spots! This little cutie has a real 
slice of Dalmatian marble for its face making it unique 
to its wearer, set off with rose gold its the perfect 
watch for any occasion!

Catalogue No. 16


La Roche Watch.                                                $249 
This beauty has a real slice of marble in the face so 
every single one is individual to the next. Its an 
excellent all rounder with a minimalist design, so why 
not treat yourself!

Catalogue No. 17


La Boheme Watch.                                             $149

This watch is perfect for anyone who loves two tone 
or is just getting into silver! Its slim and minimalist 
design really makes it a comfortable yet stylish watch.
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Big Mama Huggies.                                               $189

Stylish yet practical these huggies clip into 
themselves for ultimate everyday comfort. They come 
in at a whopping 38mm diameter for that statement 
feel.
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Fidelity Bracelet.                                                 $299

Fidelity meaning faithfulness to a person, cause, or 
belief, demonstrated by continuing loyalty and 
support makes this a perfect gift to give to someone 
you hold dear to you.
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Snowdrop Pearl Drop Stud Earrings.                       $89

When the occasion calls for remarkable, slip on these 
stunners, inspired by soft light whispers through the 
rainforest canopy. The lustrous 8mm pearls swing in 
ethereal splendour from their polished sterling silver balls 
and chains.
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Emily Mae Button Necklace.                              $149

This gorgeous antique button style necklace is just 
one of those pieces you can’t go past! Set with 
beautiful marcasites it could become your next family 
heirloom!
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Rams Head Shilling Pendant 1941.                     $119

A piece of Australian history, this is an original coin 
that has been restored to become a timeless piece of 
jewellery. 
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Coat of Arms Shilling Pendant 1910.                          $139 
A piece of Australian history, this is an original coin that 
has been restored to become a timeless piece of 
jewellery. 


